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Introduction 
Maya Global Solutions (Maya) is the leading provider of SASE1 solutions that 

streamline the Internet. Maya fixes network reliability problems once and for all, 

enabling video conferencing, IP Telephony, and hosted business applications to work 

as promised over every connection, all the time.  Clear voice calls, artifact-free video, 

and responsive applications become routine after deploying Internet Quality Service™ 

(IQS), the first networking solution developed to address interactive communications. 

This Maya Control Center Guide is intended to provide installers, admins, and operators 

with everything they need to know in order to deploy, configure, and operate Maya for 

their customers. We’ll begin with a description of how the Maya solution works. 

I. IQS 

IQS affords the user a high-quality experience when running business applications over 

any enterprise connection, including low-cost commodity business or consumer 

broadband.  Traffic is streamlined both in to and out of any enterprise location, whether 

it’s the headquarters, a branch office, a single-site office, or even the home office of an 

employee. IQS manages the end-to-end connection of the application — that is, the 

traffic between the source at the user’s location (the VoIP call, videoconference, etc.), 

and the server where the application’s software is actually running, i.e. the cloud or the 

enterprise’s data center. 

IQS provides a high-quality experience by: 

• Eliminating network congestion 

• Reducing delays for all traffic types 

• Prioritizing interactive traffic: 
 

o Voice First: IQS assigns VoIP and interactive video top priority 

o IQS limits jitter that can interfere with call quality 

• Enabling reliability through a fully meshed network with active/active uplinks 

• Encrypting traffic for security 
  

 
1 Secure Access Service Edge -A Cloud Enabled, Secure Software-Defined Wide Area Network 
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Solution Components 

The Maya solution comprises: 

• Maya Network Device 

A network Device from Maya is installed on premises at every SMB site. The unit 

is small, just fitting in a hand.  The on-premises unit is installed in-line with the 

site’s Internet connection(s).  Streamlining involves shaping packet traffic. To 

perform this traffic shaping, the packets must pass through the Maya unit. 

• Maya Cloud 

The Maya Cloud is the cloud service and Control Center management portal 

that works with Maya devices to optimize traffic. The Maya Cloud provides real-

time analytics, reporting, and management features for configuring IQS. Maya 

Cloud Instances are available in different regions of the world.  Each Instance is 

capable of supporting multiple customers while ensuring that an enterprise’s 

traffic and data remain secure and confidential within the Maya solution. 

To streamline Internet traffic, IQS performs the following tasks: 

• Traffic Analysis and Prioritization 

o The Maya solution classifies traffic and gives interactive traffic, including 

VoIP and videoconferencing traffic, the highest priority. It assigns other 

traffic, including file copying and Web surfing, a lower priority. 

o To provide the most accurate monitoring possible, IQS measures real end-

to-end performance through the network links it controls. 

o IQS manipulates network traffic to reduce congestion when a WAN slows 

and to increase packet rates as more bandwidth becomes available. 

o Dynamic Bandwidth Control.  Dynamic is the name for Maya’s technology 

that performs the classification, prioritization, monitoring, and congestion 

control described above. 

• Traffic Distribution and Fail-over 

o The Maya solution automatically distributes traffic across all configured 

WAN links. 

o When the Maya solution detects a link failure, Maya automatically 

moves traffic to another link. When a link failure is corrected, Maya 

automatically resumes using the original link to load-share traffic. 

• Local Traffic Services 

o The Maya device provides DHCP services for devices on the LAN or 

LANs it manages. 
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Maya Architecture.  

The above figure illustrates the components of Maya’s architecture: 

Maya Devices.  Maya devices perform the network Streamlining and are installed at 

enterprise sites at the network edge.  All Internet traffic passes through the device and 

onward to Cloud Hosted Applications or other enterprise sites (including private data 

centers). 

Maya Cloud.  The Maya Cloud has two major components, Maya Cloud Instances and 

Maya Control Center, described below. 

Maya Control Center.  The Maya Control Center provides a database for configuration and 

site information and collects performance information from Maya devices.  The Control 

Center hosts the web server management portal.  The Control Center portal can be 

accessed via web browser from the Internet by any user with a Control Center account. 

Maya Cloud Instance.  The Maya Cloud Instance is a virtual device similar to a Maya 

Device, located in public clouds around the world.  There are multiple Maya Cloud 

Instances in the Maya Cloud and are categorized as Cloud Instances in the Control 

Center.  Maya Cloud Instances are used: 

• As multi-point waypoints to create enterprise VPN networks (tunnels from enterprise 

sites to the cloud). 

 

 

Figure 1 - Maya Architecture. 
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• For Cloud and Premises mode to form secure tunnels with Maya premises devices.  

Standard Maya mode is Premises, and customer data is delivered directly to the 

Internet.  Cloud and Premises mode is a tunnel pair that can provide better IQS in 

unusual environments, particularly on slow and jittery WANs. 

• For Operational Maintenance.  Maya IQS is monitoring constantly on the health and 

bandwidth of WAN connections, and each WAN connection forms a tunnel with a 

Maya Cloud Instance.  All WAN connections on a single Maya device use the same 

Maya Cloud Instance. 
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II. Accessing the Control Center 

To access the Control Center, enter the Maya 

Control Center’s URL – Portal.MayaGS.Net into 

a browser and login as shown in the figure to 

the left. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upon login, the Superuser default landing page is shown in the figure below, exposing the top 

level structure of the Control 

Center portal.  The portal is 

hierarchical, which can be seen in 

the Explorer Sidebar – the left 

hand side of the Control Center 

page – as seen in the screenshot.  

The hierarchy descends – Maya, 

Distributors, Partners, Customers, 

and Sites.  The selected Control 

Center function is highlighted in 

the Function Tabs across the top 

of the Control Center page. 

Views and permissions are role-

based with different users having 

more or less capability in terms 

of Control Center visibility and 

ability to administer. 

 

Figure 2 – Control Center Login screen. 

Figure 3 – Control Center Sidebar, Tabs & hierarchy. 

http://portal.mayags.net/
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III. Getting Started 

In order to give an overview of the Control Center starting from the beginning, the steps 

needed to add a live Maya device for a customer are shown in the following sections.  

Getting Started – Provision 

Clicking on Provision in the Explorer Side Bar, the Maya Superuser has this view in the figure 

below.  Other users will have a limited view. 

The Provision link allows the creation of a number of items.  The items viewed are limited for 

Distributors – who can see themselves, their Partners, and their Partners’ Customers, reduced 

more so for Partners, who can see themselves and their customers, and finally Customers 

can see only themselves: 

• Creating a new Distributor, Partner, Customer, User (Control Center login), and Site 

• Creating a Site configures a Maya device 

• My Organization.  Create a new user for the logged in user’s organization 

• Role.  Create a role with unique capabilities within the logged in user’s hierarchy.  The 

capabilities include, among other capabilities: 

o Requiring Multi-Factor Authentication – MFA 

o Allowing modification of administrative data, access to Charts, Timelines, 
Trends and Site Trends 

o Become a Power User and Super User 

o Access to Diagnostics, and ability to Reboot 

• Capabilities for those operating the Maya Service:  create Cloud Instances, make 

Announcements, and configure a new Active Capacity Measurement Server – ACM. 

  

Figure 4 - Control Center Provision page. 
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Getting Started – Provision a Partner 

In order to provision a 

Maya Device, it is 

provisioned for a 

Customer.  In the 

Control Center 

hierarchy, a 

Customer is normally 

associated with a 

Partner.  A Partner is 

provisioned by 

clicking Provision on 

the Sidebar then 

clicking Create a new 

partner, bringing up 

the Provision Partner 

page, the next figure 

below. 

 

 

  

Figure 5 - Provision a new Partner. 
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Fill in the Partner Provisioning 

fields outlined with a red border as 

they are required, then click Save, 

saving the Partner in the Maya 

system. 

The Account Owner pulldown 

shows Distributors, as they can 

also be account owners.  Select if 

using a Distributor. 

Notice Username and New 

Password are filled in with the 

logged in user’s name and 

password. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 - Partner Provisioning page. 
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After clicking Save on the Partner page, the following Properties page appears.  No actions 

are needed at this time. 

 

 

Figure 7 - Partner Properties page. 
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After clicking Save, the new Partner is 

displayed in the Explorer Sidebar 

Service Tree area as shown on the 

left. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Partner is now provisioned.  Next, provision a new Customer. 

Getting Started – Provision a Customer 

The next step after provisioning a Partner – on the path to provisioning a device at a 

Customer site – is to provision a Customer.  

 

Clicking Provision, then 

Create a new customer 

brings up the Customer 

page, the next figure 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 - New Partner in Explorer Sidebar. 

Figure 9 - Provision a new Customer. 
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The Customer page has the same 

fields as the Partner page, except 

Partner entries are now Customer 

entries.  The Account Owner pulldown 

offers Distributors and Partners.  

Select a Partner or a Distributor. 

After filling in the fields outlined in red, 

Click Save. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10 - Customer Provisioning page. 
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After clicking Save on the Customer Provisioning page, the following Properties page 

appears.  No actions are needed at this time. 

 

 

 

Figure 11 - Customer Properties page. 
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After clicking Save, the new Customer is displayed in the 

Sidebar Service Tree area of the Explorer Sidebar as shown 

to the left.. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

After provisioning a Customer, provision a new Site Device at a Customer Site, shown in the 

next section. 

  

Figure 12- New Customer 
in Explorer Sidebar 
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Getting Started – Provision a New Site Device 

 

Configuring a Site involves 

setting up a Maya Device.  The 

device does not need to be 

online in order to set up 

provisioning.  In the Control 

Center click Provision, and then 

click Configure a new site for an 

existing customer.  See the 

figure to the left. 

This brings up the Site 

Configuration page, shown 

below. 

 

 

 

The Site Configuration page has 

three sections – Properties, 

Configuration, and Comments, 

with Interfaces as a Configuration 

subsection.  The figure below 

shows expanded Properties and 

Configuration sections. 

Figure 14 - Site Provisioning page sections. 

Figure 13 -Provision a new Site. 
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Configuring Properties is described in the following sections. 

Quick Start Provision Properties for a New Site Device 

Fill in the red-bordered fields: 

• Site Name 

• Serial Number 

• Choose a customer.  After entry the Address field is populated 

Click Save and proceed to Saving Provisioning. 

Provision Properties for a New Site Device 

Entries with a red border are required.  Properties entries are described below: 

• Site Name.  It’s a free form field.  A common naming schedule is enterprise name 

and location. 

• Serial Number.  Enter the serial number, which is found on the bottom of the 

device. 

• Hardware Model.  Entering the Serial Number populates the hardware model from 

the manufacturing database.  (The hardware model is also on the bottom of the 

Figure 15 - Expanded Properties & Configuration components. 
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device.)  A figure with the hardware model’s interfaces is shown in the Provision 

Interfaces for a New Site Device section below. 

• In Service (grayed out).  Set by the system after 24 initial continuous operating 

hours (read-only). 

• Retrieve Local Password.  The password is used for security when using the Local 

Web Interface for a Deployed device. 

• Customer.  Select the customer from the pulldown. 

• Address.  Use the pulldown (after selecting the Customer) to select the address  

• Timezone.  Kindly enter the correct time zone, as it aids in debugging. 

• Suppress Alerts.  By checking the box, any alerts generated are ignored, otherwise 

email is sent for alerts. 

Continue provisioning the device in the next section. 

Provision Configuration for a New Site Device 

The Configuration fields are described below: 

• Internet Quality Service.  The device has two modes:  Premise and Cloud and 

Premise.  Premise is recommended for most sites. 

• Cloud Instance.  The instance is selected by Maya service administration. 

• Source IP Address (grayed out).  The IP address of the Cloud Instance 

The Properties and Configuration section are complete.  Continue with the Interfaces 

sections. 

Provision Interfaces for a New Site Device 

Provision WAN Interface.  In the Interfaces section pictured below, in the graphic 

outline of the Maya site device, click on the “W” rectangle.  When selected, the 

interface should turn green (as it appears in the figure below).  The key to Interface 

settings is: 

WAN interface 

LAN interface 

Unconfigured (unused interface) 

Selected interface 

Proceed to Provision WAN Interface in the figure below. 
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Provision WAN Interface 

The Interface fields for WAN are described below: 

• Interface Name (grayed out).  The network interface name is read-only. 

• Name.  Name is a free form field for a descriptive name.  Common use is to 

name the Internet Service Provider along with a property such as, Fiber, DSL, 

4G, or Failover. 

• Usage. WAN. 

• Get IP address via DHCP.  The device gets its IP address from the ISP when 

the box is checked. 

• Ignore DHCP DNS.  Normally unchecked. 

• Use as Default Route.  Normally checked. 

• Disable SSH.  Check if high security is required. 

• Tunnel Protocol.  OpenVPN is normal. 

• Manage bandwidth dynamically (grayed out).  The box should be checked. 

Figure 16 - Interfaces WAN section. 
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• Expected Downstream Bandwidth.  Leave blank. 

• Expected Upstream Bandwidth.  Leave blank. 

• Cipher.  AES 256-bit is the only available cipher. 

Further WAN interface settings descriptions can be found in the WAN Interface 

Settings section below. 

Local Port Forwarding 

Local Port Forwarding is used to allow externally originating traffic through the Maya 

firewall to be forwarded to an IP address. Add New is used for each incoming port 

range.  See Local Port Forwarding Rules section below. 

The WAN interface is now provisioned.  Next interface to configure is the LAN interface, 

below. 
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Provision LAN Interface 

Configure the Default LAN network interface.  Click on the “L” rectangle on the Interfaces 

section.  It will turn green when selected. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 17 - Interfaces LAN section. 
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The Interface fields for LAN are described below: 

• Interface Name (grayed out).  The network interface name is read-only. 

• Name.  Name is a free form field for a descriptive name.   

• Usage.  LAN. 

• IP Address.  192.168.241.1/24. 

• Routing Groups.  Blank 

• Provide DHCP Services.  Box is checked.  LAN devices receive DHCP from 

this Maya device. 

• DHCP Range Begin.  192.168.241.20. 

• DHCP Range End.  192.168.241.200. 

• DHCP Domain Name.  Enter a domain name if required by on-site devices. 

• Additional DHCP Parameters.  Leave blank. 

• Static Routes.  Leave blank. 

Further LAN interface settings descriptions can be found in the LAN Interface Settings 

section below. 

The Interfaces section is complete.  Next is the Comments Section below. 

Comments for a New Site Device 

Free form comments can be entered here for this site device. 

Configuring Provisioning is complete.  Now go to the Saving Provisioning section below. 
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Saving Provisioning 

When finished provisioning, click Save, which will push the configuration into the 

database.  The following dialog box appears. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After entering free form comment, and clicking OK, the following screen appears. 

The Control Center is waiting for the device.  Notice the customer “New Customer” is 

showing the new site “Veronica” in the Explorer Sidebar Service Tree area.  Also notice 

the yellow circle and text informing that the device has not received the configuration and 

is Undeployed.  After some time if the device is offline, the top information bar changes to 

the one shown below: 

Figure 19 - Waiting for device to connect. 

Figure 18 – Version comment – saving device configuration. 
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Figure 20 above is normal for offline provisioning.  When the device comes online, the 

screen below will appear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deploy Device 

The Control Center is now communicating with the online device.  If there are no updates, 

the next screen confirms the device is current.  Press the Deploy button in the information 

bar below as indicated by the red oval: 

 

 

Figure 20 - Device is offline.. 

Figure 21 - Device is online -Interacting with the Control Center. 
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After pressing Deploy several Configuration status lines may be seen below: 

 

 

 

 

When deployment is complete the Control Center screen shows: 

• Grayed out Deploy button 

• Configuration status top line indicates you are viewing the most recent configuration 

• Configuration status bottom line indicates you are currently viewing the deployed 

configuration  

The completed Configuration is shown below with the items above circled in red. 
 

.

Figure 22- Configuration & Deployment complete.. 
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IV. Controls – A Walk Around the Control Center Page 

The Control Center has a number of controls at the left side of the web page, the top side, and the 

bottom.  This section is a brief description of the controls. 

The left side of the Control Center page is the Explorer Sidebar, described below. 

Explorer Sidebar 

 

The Sidebar is divided into two areas:  Sidebar Names area and 

Sidebar Service Tree area.  The figure on the left shows Sidebar 

Names, described below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24 - Sidebar Names. 

Figure 23 - Maya Control Center Controls.. 
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Sidebar Names 

The Sidebar Name Area itself is also divided – into two sub-areas:  Sidebar Search and Sidebar 

Entities. 

Sidebar Search 

Entering text in the Sidebar Search field shown on the left 

provides a direct access mechanism for a name or a device serial 

number. 

 

The search probes the complete hierarchy and fetches the 

matching search item(s) and displays them on the Sidebar.  

The full database hierarchy underneath the discovered item 

can by loaded immediately by clicking on the “refresh circle” 

– to the right of the search field..  Otherwise the Control 

Center will refresh in the background within a few-minute 

interval.  A sample search is shown in the figure to the left.  

The matches are highlighted with a mustard color.  Clicking 

on a match takes you to the display of one of the matched 

name’s Function Tabs. 

 

 

 

 

Sidebar Entities 

The heading titles below correspond to the Sidebar figure above. 

Profile – Sidebar 

The logged in user’s profile is displayed when selected.  The user can modify the Display 

Name, Username, Email address, Phone, and Mobile phone number.  The user can choose an 

address from the entities list of addresses.  The user’s assigned role is displayed but is not 

modifiable. 

Figure 25 - Search matches 
in Sidebar. 
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Provision – Sidebar 

 

Selecting Provision allows creation of a new Distributor, Partner, Customer, or user. 

The logged in user (with sufficient permissions)) can create a new user within the user’s 

organization under the My Organization heading. 

The logged in user (with sufficient permissions) can also configure a new Cloud Instance (refer 

to the Cloud Instance section below), Roles, Announcements, or Active Capacity Measurement 

Servers. 

Roles 

Users with sufficient permissions can create new roles with specific permissions.  All users are 

assigned a role in their profile. 

Announcements 

A user with sufficient permissions can create a text announcement that shows at the top of 

the Control Center screen.  The announcement can be tailored for: 

• All Users 

• All Partner Users 

• All Distributor Uses 

• Organizations affected by a particular Cloud Instance 

• A particular organization (distributor, partner, or customer) 
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Active Capacity Measurement Server 

The Active Capacity Measurement Server – ACM Server – is used at startup to provide an 

initial network capacity.  It is best that customer sites are 100ms or less from their ACM 

Server.  Users with sufficient capacity can configure a new ACM server.  See Settings in the 

Maya Function Tabs section below. 

Browse Distributors, Partners & Customers – Sidebar 

The final items in the Sidebar Name area Entities are 

Distributors, Partners, and Customers – as highlighted in the 

figure on the left. 

Clicking on the selected entity displays a Function Tab for the 

item.  The Function Tab chosen is the most recently used tab.  

Functions Tabs are described in a section below. 

 

 

Sidebar Service Tree Area 

 

The Service Tree hierarchy has been previously 

described (Accessing the Control Center).  Maya is at 

the top level, then Maya’s Cloud Instances.  Below that 

are Distributors, then Partners, Customers, and finally, 

Sites. 
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Function Tabs 

The Control Center control area at the top of the web page is called the Function Tabs.  An example 

set of Tabs is shown below.  All items in the “Tab function bar” are described in sections below.

 

Explorer Sidebar Closer 

 

The Explorer Sidebar can be hidden by clicking on the Explorer Sidebar 

Closer icon at the top left of the Function Tabs as shown in the 

illustration on the left.  Clicking again restores the Sidebar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Function Tabs Listing 

The Function Tabs are context sensitive views into the Control Center and are available for each of the 

items in the Explorer Sidebar.  The selected tab has a dark blue border.  A brief description of the tabs 

follows: 

 

Close

r 

Explorer Sidebar 
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Notifications – Configuration – Red Bell 
 

When a configuration 

change is Deployed the 

Notification Bell turns 

red, as shown on the 

left. 

 

 

 

 

Hovering over the red 

bell pops up the notice, 

as shown on the left. 

 

 

Hovering over the notice box reveals the circle x to cause a dismissal: 
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There may be multiple configuration changes, as shown on the left, and can be individually dismissed: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Button Controls 
 

Context-sensitive Button Controls invoke an action on the Control Center database, writing or reading, 

some of which result in a configuration change to the Maya Device.  The above Buttons are shown on 

the device Manage page where]’\[] the largest number of Buttons used at once. 
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Hovering over a Button gives a brief description of its function at the current time as shown in the above 

figure. 

Info Block 

The Info Block links to a number of items as shown below: 

 

       Maya  Deployment Email Maya Control Center 
Privacy Policy      Guide Support Release Version 

 Maya    This  Call Maya 
 Use Policy Manual: Support 
  Control Center 
  Guide 
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V. Monitoring 

The Maya service is continuously monitoring all Maya devices.  There a number of different 

views of the data – overviews are described in the sections below. 

Monitoring – Site Trends Overview 

The Control Center’s overall service view is Site Trends, which shows the health of sites in the 

last 30 days.  The sites shown are selected in the Sidebar Service Tree area as shown in the 

figure below.  The sites are shown on the right, the area with the colored tiles, and the sites 

shown are for Maya as a Customer, which is highlighted on the left in the Service Listing area. 

The Site Trends shows on a screen network health for hundreds of devices at a time.  

The lines span time from 30 days in the past on the left to the last five minutes on the 

right.  The rectangles in the lines are tiles.  Time ranges for the seven tiles are: 

 

 

The tile color indicates the 

health of the network during 

that time period.  Green tiles 

indicate that Maya is working 

properly – application traffic is 

flowing according to their 

priorities. 

Blue tiles indicate Maya is 

adjusting queues and 

performing managed packet 

discards to slow lower priority 

traffic.  Blue means Maya is 

decongesting the network.  

Both green and blue tiles 

indicate the service is 

successfully providing 

application quality. 

Yellow tiles indicate some 

network degradation due to 

high latency or dropped 

packets. 

 Figure 26 - Site Trends view - network health per site. 
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Red tiles indicate the network is severely degraded causing application performance issues, 

and if persistent, the network provider should be contacted to resolve the issue. 

Hovering over the tile color key at the bottom of the screen reveals the network condition for 

that color.  A full explanation of tile colors is in later sections. 

Monitoring – Trends Overview 

An alternate to Site 

Trends is Trends, which 

instead of showing 

individual sites, Trends 

is a rollup of all sites per 

customer.  Here Trends 

for Maya as a Partner 

shows a single trend line 

for each customer, 

collecting performance 

health for all the 

customer’s sites.  The 

Trends tile colors use 

the same definitions as 

the Site Trends view. 

 

 

  

Figure 27 - Trends view - network health per customer. 
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Monitoring – Timeline Overview 

Timeline is the third view of multiple sites over time, in addition to Site Trends and Trends.  

Timeline is shown for a Customer, a Partner, a Distributor, or Maya, and all sites are 

individually displayed.  The figure below shows all the sites for the Partner Maya Direct. 

Timeline shows more 

details than Site Trends or 

Trends, showing network 

quality for each interface 

and each site.  The sites 

that are all green or all 

green and blue are 

healthy, using the same 

color definitions as Site 

Trends and Trends.  Sites 

with frequent and multiple 

bands of yellow, red, or 

burgundy are displaying 

network issues, which 

vary from minor to major. 

Yellow indicates delayed 

packets, but if occasional, 

are unlikely to be noticed 

by users.  A narrow red 

band with a few dropped 

packets by itself is barely 

detectable by users. 

 

 

 

The wider the Red band, the more likely to be noticeable and users may remark.  

Burgundy shows the circuit is down with no data passing through it. 

The Timeline has three zoom levels, from six hours, to two weeks, and to months, by 

clicking on Zoom- or Zoom+.  Time can be scrolled left or right by clicking and holding 

a dark blue left or right arrow.  Light blue arrows indicate scroll is at the end in that 

direction.  Pressing on the dark blue double right arrows scrolls to the current time.  

When at the current time, the double light arrows are light blue, and the Control 

Center view will continue to track to current time.

Figure 28 - Timeline view - Interface health per site. 
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VI. Visibility 

The Charts view is the major visibility tool in the Control Center and can be accessed from 

Timeline by clicking on Charts, which brings up Charts at the current time. Clicking on a site 

name brings up Charts for the selected site at the current time.  Clicking on a specific site 

Timeline brings up Charts at the selected time.  Mark’s IS10 is clicked as shown in the figure 

below. 

 

 

 

Figure 29 - Navigating Timeline to Chart. 
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Here is the Chart for Mark’s IS10 at the selected time: 

 

  

Figure 30 - Principal Chart components. 
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Chart Components: 

The Chart components above are explained, starting from the top: 

• Timeline for primary interface.  This interface is marked as Use as Default Route in 

the Manage screen. (Documented in later sections.)  All traffic normally flows through 

the device and is represented by the Green Timeline. 

• Timeline for failover interface.  The light green timeline color indicates that this 

interface is used for failover only.  See Use for Failover only in the Provision WAN 

Interface section.  The interface is live, active, checking for performance and quality, 

and ready for user traffic.  In the case the primary interface is having performance 

difficulties or failing, some or all streams of traffic will be moved to the failover 

interface. 

• Scroll Arrows.  These arrows have the same functionality as in the Timeline view. 

• UDP Mbps Up.  This graph shows high priority traffic – UDP.  UDP is used primarily 

by voice and videoconferencing applications.  The graph above the 0.0 line shows 

upward bound Internet traffic. 

• UDP Mbps Down.  The graph below the 0.0 line shows downward traffic from the 

Internet to the device. 

• TCP Mbps Up.  This graph shows normal traffic – TCP.  Nearly all application traffic 

besides voice and videoconferencing is TCP.  The graph above the 0.0 line shows 

upward bound Internet traffic. 

• TCP Mbps Down.  The graph below the 0.0 line shows downward traffic from the 

Internet to the device. 

• Ping Times (ms).  Ping times track the network latency, and low values below 100ms 

are good, and a flat line showing low jitter is also good.  The ping is coming from the 

device to a nearby virtual Maya device in the Cloud. 

• 33% Packet Loss.  The red spike indicates that the primary interface – CCI Fiber had 

a short period of high traffic loss.  Interpreting this loss and the overall chart is 

described in the following section. 
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Chart Analysis – Example  

The Chart conveys network health at the selected time.  The ping latency graph in the chart 

below (using the component-labeled Chart above) shows high latency and packet loss, 

indicating a problem with the primary interface, CCI Fiber.  The analyzed Chart is shown 

below. 

Figure 31- Chart showing interface failover. 
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There was a phone call (the elongated blob above and below the line) labeled in the above 

figure, which failed over from CCI Fiber to Verizon 4G.  The failover is clearly shown in the 

timeline at the top by the paring of the Red and Green rectangles from the CCI fiber interface 

and Verizon 4G failover interface.  The primary interface fails, turning Red, and failover 

interface changes from pale green on standby to bright Green as it became active. 

Chart Analysis – Vertical Pattern  

A vertical Burgundy, Red, or Yellow Timeline color pattern indicates a problem that is shared 

by the sites with the same color at the same time as highlighted below. 

 

 

Figure 32 - Timeline shows a shared issue. 
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Clicking on one of the common Red areas brings up the Chart for analysis: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking at the graphs shows the Red in the timeline is due to 100% packet loss.  The packet 

loss occurred due to a short power outage – revealed by the gap in the CPU utilization graph.  

Close inspection shows a gap in the High-priority and Normal-priority graphs at the same 

11:36am time.

Figure 33 - Chart identifies power outage. 
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VII. Site Management 

The following sections are a reference guide for managing Maya site configurations.  First, 

navigate from the Explorer Bar by clicking on the customer site being managed.  Then click 

the Manage Function Tab in the list at the top of the page, which brings up the Management 

page below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The management sections shown in the figure above are the same as shown in the Getting 

Started sections:  Properties, Configuration, Interfaces, and Comments.  In addition is a row of 

Command Buttons beneath the Function Tabs at the top.  These Buttons are context sensitive 

and dark blue when enabled.  Hovering over a Button causes a text string to pop up with a 

brief description of the Tab: 

 

 

 

  

Figure 34 - Site Management overview. 
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Show versions 

Clicking Show versions displays a 

numbered list of all configuration changes, 

comments and Deployments for the device.  

On the left is a very short sample. 

By clicking on another version, the site 

management page for that version is 

visually reproduced.  See figure below. 

Notice that any previous version can be 

selected and viewed.  Any previous version 

can also be deployed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Figure 35 - Show Deployed versions. 
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Notice the text in red – “Deployed” showing which version is currently deployed and “Viewing” 

indicating that the page on the right is the configuration being viewed. 

Serial Number History 

 

Clicking on Serial 

Number History in 

the Show versions 

screen shows dates 

and times for 

configuration 

creations and 

deletions. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 37 - Serial number history. 

Figure 36 - View previous Deployments. 
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Manage Properties 

Each Properties field is described below. 

• Site Name.  Can be changed at any time. 

• Serial Number 

Found on the bottom of the device and is registered in the Maya manufacturing 

database.  The database can be found by selecting Maya in the Explorer Sidebar and 

clicking on the Manufacturing Tab. 

Changing the serial number changes the device. Changing the device can be replaced 

and retain the same configuration.  (Configuration will need no changes if replaced by 

the same model.  If a different model there may be some adjustment.) 

• Hardware Model (grayed out).  Can only be changed via new Serial Number.  The 

illustration on the Interfaces page is of this hardware model. 

• In Service (grayed out).  Set by the system after 24 initial continuous operating hours 

(read-only). 

• Retrieve local password.  Click this when using the Local Web Interface and it asks for a 

security password for entry. 

• Customer (grayed out) 

The device can be reassigned to another Customer.  Hover over the Move button for 

instructions: 

Figure 38 - Properties Management section. 
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Move 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click the Undeploy Button.  The Move Button will turn dark blue, and the Customer 

name can be changed or modified with the dialog box below, then Deployed again.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Address.  The Customer Address can be changed at any time. 

• Timezone.  Kindly enter the correct time zone, as it aids in debugging. 

• Suppress Alerts.  By checking the box, any alerts generated are ignored, otherwise 

email is sent for alerts. 
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Manage Configuration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the top of the Configuration section are two colored circles and status text, indicating the 

configuration and deployment states: 

 

 

 

Next is setting the mode for Maya Internet Quality Service, shown in the section and figure 

below. 

  

Figure 39 - Manage Configuration page. 
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Internet Quality Service 

The Maya Internet 

Quality Service 

dropdown has a choice 

of two modes:  Premise 

mode and Cloud and 

Premise mode. They 

are described below. 

 

 

 

 

Cloud and Premise Mode 

Cloud and Premise mode sends all traffic from the site through an IPsec encrypted 

tunnel to the device’s Cloud Instance.  All traffic from the Internet is routed to the Cloud 

Instance and through the secure tunnel to the site device.  The benefits of Cloud and 

Premise mode are: 

1) Security 

• Traffic from the device is in a VPN tunnel using AES-256 encryption to 

Maya’s cloud. 

• Denial of Service.  The premise is protected from Denial of Service 

attacks as the cloud has defenses against such attack. 

2) Cloud-based Streamlining 

IQS streamlines the downstream, traffic in the Cloud and the upstream 

traffic is streamlined from the site device.  Streamlining in the cloud 

improves quality and performance in the case of limited downstream 

bandwidth along with downstream traffic congestion. 

Cautions when choosing Cloud and Premise Mode: 

• Encryption. 

Encryption limits Internet speed to the 100Mbps – 200Mbps range. 

•  Latency. 

The extra traffic through the Maya cloud may add tens of milliseconds 

latency depending upon its distance from the customer’s sites. 

 

 

Figure 40 - Configuring Premise vs. Cloud and Premise mode. 
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• IP Reputation. 

Traffic emerging from the Maya cloud tunnel has the IP address of the 

cloud provider, not the customer’s IP address (typically provided by the 

ISP’s DHCP)..  As an example, if the Maya cloud is using Amazon AWS, 

the IP address will be an Amazon AWS IP.   

Services that blacklist IP addresses for misbehaving entities routinely 

blacklist public cloud IP addresses like AWS.  Consequently, consumer 

cloud services such as Netflix will be blocked, and Cloud and Premise 

mode is not a practical choice. 

Premise Mode 

Premise mode is premise-only. The Maya device works alone, sending all traffic 

directly to its Internet destination and receives all traffic directly from its Internet 

source.  It is the most common mode of operation.  IQS is performed from the premise 

device – Streamlining both upbound as well as downbound traffic. 

There are two exceptions for Premise mode, where customer traffic uses a Maya tunnel: 

• Maya management traffic – e.g. pings. 

• Enterprise LANs.   

Enterprise LANs are VPN tunnels to other enterprise sites, giving the Maya site 

an Enterprise IP address.  All the devices on the Maya site appear to be 

operating within the walls of the enterprise and site IPs are directly 

addressable.  See the Routing Groups section below for more information. 

Both Maya modes use NAT which may cause issues for some firewalls.  Firewalls use 

NAT and the Maya adds a second NAT, and the firewall may need a configuration 

change. 

Cloud Instance 

The dropdown gives the choice of Maya Cloud Instances.  Selecting or changing the 

Instance is performed by Maya service personnel only. 

IQS’ Dynamic Bandwidth Control uses the Cloud Instance as a measuring post for its 

control traffic.  All Dynamic Bandwidth Control measurement traffic passes through a 

tunnel to the Cloud Instance. 

Geographically dispersed enterprises will use multiple Cloud Instances.  If these sites are 

connected via Enterprise LANs, the Maya service personnel choose a Hub Cloud Instance 

and all other Cloud Instances connect in a star configuration to the central Cloud Instance.  

See the Enterprise LAN section below. 

Source IP Address 

The Cloud Instance IP is shown in gray, labeled Source IP Address. 
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Manage Interfaces 

Two port Maya devices have a dedicated WAN interface, while all other devices allow any 

Interface to be configured as a WAN interface 

In order to add a WAN interface, click on an empty Interface rectangle.  It should turn green, 

as shown below. 

 

Pull down Usage and select WAN.  A W will 

appear in the green rectangle and the 

interface is assigned as a WAN. 

The selected interface is displayed and 

shown in the figure below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 41 - Adding a WAN Interface. 
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Manage Interfaces – WAN 

Configuring the WAN Interface is described in the material following the illustration below. 

 

 

  

Figure 42 - Configuring a WAN Interface. 
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• Interface Name  

(Grayed out).  The network interface name is the internal interface name, used 

for diagnostics.  It is read-only. 

• MAC Address 

(Grayed out).  The six-byte Ethernet NIC hardware address is populated after 

the device is deployed. 

• Name.  Name is a free form field for a descriptive name. 

• Usage.  WAN. 

WAN IP Address Assignment 

• Get IP address via DHCP 

For typical installs the Maya device requests an IP address from an external DHCP 

server (typically the ISP), and the Get IP address via DHCP box should be 

checked.  The figure below shows a live configured WAN interface.  Notice the 

automatically filled in values – IP Address, Default Gateway, multiple DNS Servers, 

Public Source IP (the WAN-side IP address), and the ISP’s name. 

Unchecking the Get IP address via DHCP box switches to the alternative, Static IP, 

shown below. 

• Static IP 

Enter the red bordered fields Maya device IP 

Address and Default Gateway.  It is 

recommended to enter multiple DNS 

Servers. 

Once Static IP is saved and deployed, if 

there is an issue, the device can be re-

configured from a LAN interface by utilizing 

the Local Web Interface manual. 

Multiple static IP addresses can be entered per WAN interface.  The limit is 13 IP 

addresses. 
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• Ignore DHCP DNS 

 

If the DNS server IPs returned by the 

ISP are not desired, check the Ignore 

DHCP DNS box.  This expands the 

section, requiring manual entry of the 

DNS server IP addresses in the red 

bordered field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• IP Address, Default Gateway, DNS Server(s), Public Source IP & Provider 

(Grayed out.)  When using DHCP the IPs and provider name are populated by 

Maya after Deployment. 

• Use for Failover Only 

An additional WAN interface may be metered (high cost, pay per GB), or have 

other negative properties – low bandwidth, high latency, or high jitter – and should 

only be used for failover by checking this box. 

• Use as Default Route 

The Maya device naturally load balances among multiple WAN interfaces.  Check 

the Use as Default Route box if this interface is the preferred route. 

• Disable SSH 

SSH (Secure Shell) is a remote command line interpreter, used for debugging.  

Maya’s SSH is secured with managed and audited SSH keys.  Disable as 

necessary to meet security requirements. 

• Tunnel Protocol 

Tunnels are used for Enterprise LANs – interconnecting multiple sites – and for 

Cloud and Premise mode.  All devices use a tunnel to its Cloud Instance.  The 

tunnel is always used for quality monitoring.  When Enterprise LANs are used, the 

Enterprise customer’s site devices are connected in a star to their common Cloud 

Figure 43 - Enter DNS Server(s) IP. 
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Instance.  In the case of multiple Cloud Instances, one Cloud Instance is 

configured as the Hub, and all other Cloud Instances for this customer connect in a 

star to the Cloud Instance Hub. 

The normally recommended protocol is OpenVPN, not IPsec protocol.  Open VPN 

tunnels are somewhat slower than IPsec tunnels, but require less manual 

maintenance due to their architectural separation from IPsec protocols. 

• Tunnel IP Cloud, Tunnel IP Premise & Tunnel Port  

(Grayed out.)  These IP addresses and port number are chosen by Maya when the 

configuration is Deployed. 

• Source Port Range – Premise 

The port range may need to be adjusted due to collision with customer network 

applications. 

• Manage bandwidth dynamically – Checked 

The box should normally be checked.  Dynamic Bandwidth Control monitors circuit 

bandwidth and adjusts the load to preserve quality.  If the interface’s observed 

bandwidth appears to be above what’s shown on the Chart’s Peak Capacity, or 

Quality Capacity, Dynamic may need to be reset.  Dynamic can be reset by the 

Diagnostics Tab, the dynamic pulldown, and clicking Reset. 

Whenever Dynamic is reset, Maya Active Capacity Measurement (ACM) runs a 

brief bandwidth check which can be seen as a bandwidth spike in the Control 

Center.  There are other conditions other than Diagnostics that cause ACM to run 

– power failure is an example.  ACM may cause Dynamic to adjust Peak or Quality 

Capacity. 

▪ Expected Downstream Bandwidth &  

Expected Upstream Bandwidth 

These values are for reference only.  Values can be entered in 

Megabits per second (mbps) or Kilobits per second (kbps).  One use is 

to put the bandwidth values provided by the ISP, or the normally 

observed downstream and upstream capacities from a speed test 

application.  Otherwise the values may be left blank. 

Maya Global Solutions provides its own speed test – Network 

Performance Tester – which uses iperf3 in order to provide reference 

speeds for these fields. 

Dynamic determines the currently available bandwidth and does not use 

these values. 
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• Manage bandwidth dynamically – Unchecked 

If there appears to be an issue with Dynamic, uncheck Manage bandwidth 

dynamically.  The Expected Downstream Bandwidth and Expected Upstream 

Bandwidth fields are replaced by Downstream Bandwidth and Upstream 

Bandwidth, described below. 

▪ Downstream Bandwidth &  

Upstream Bandwidth 

 

 

 

The red bordered fields of Downstream Bandwidth and Upstream 

Bandwidth are required to be entered.  Maya IQS uses these values for 

Streamlining control. 

• Cipher 

AES 256-bit is the only available cipher. 
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Local Port Forwarding Rules 

Below is the expanded Local Port Forwarding section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Local Port Forwarding is similar to Port Forwarding on traditional firewalls. 

Local Port Forwarding is needed for any application to connect from the Internet 

through the Maya firewall to a premises server.  In order to allow an application in, 

specific protocols and port ranges can be accepted, and all traffic that meets the rule is 

forwarded to the application that handles the specified traffic. 

Providing the rule requires: 

• Name.  Free form field. 

• TCP or UDP protocol (the pulldown offers UDP), the WAN incoming port range, 
a forwarding IP address, and a forwarded port range.  The forwarded port 
range can be any set of values, from lower to upper. 

Limitations: 

• Outbound traffic is Streamlined by Maya IQS, but inbound traffic is not. 

• Multiple rules are allowed, but a port number for an IP address cannot be 
duplicated for the same protocol (i.e., TCP or UDP)  

• Each WAN interface can port forward multiple IP addresses, but is limited to 
13. 

(Multiple static IP addresses can be entered into the WAN interface IP address 
field.) 

Figure 44 - Adding Local Port Forwarding Rule. 
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Manage Interfaces – LAN  

From the Manage Tab, Interfaces section, click on L, selecting a LAN Interface, shown 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 

 

Figure 45 - Configure the LAN Interface. 
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• Interface Name 

(Grayed out).  The network interface name is the internal interface name, 

useful when debugging and is read-only. 

• Name 

Name is a free form field for a descriptive name. 

• Usage 

LAN is selected. 

• IP Address 

Maya is the gateway for devices connected to this LAN.  It is recommended to 

use a private IP address – one that is not routable on the public Internet.  The 

default address is 192.168.241.1/24.  Note that the DHCP Range Begin and 

DHCP Range End provide corresponding defaults for the 192.168.241.1/24 

network. 

Routing Groups 

Enterprise LANs 

Box checked.  The LAN network is routed over the tunnel via the 
customer’s Hub Cloud Instance to all other LANs with the box checked 
at Maya sites for that same customer. Enterprise LAN creates a hub-
and-spoke VPN. 

Local Network 

Box checked.  Allows traffic from this LAN interface to be routed to all 

other LAN interfaces attached to this device. 

Box unchecked.  This is useful or PCI or other private traffic, isolating it 

from other traffic.  Normally this box is unchecked for a single user at a 

home office. 

▪ Provide DHCP services 

Box checked.  Maya device provides IP addresses and (optionally) other 

parameters for devices connected to this network. 

▪ DHCP Range Begin 

This is the lowest value in the range of IP addresses granted to devices on the 

LAN.  The default 192.168.241.20 is a recommendation for use with the default 

IP Address, 192.168.241.1/24 above. 
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DHCP Range End 

This is the highest value in the range of IP addresses granted to device on the 

LAN.  The default 192.168.24.200 is a recommendation for use with the default 

IP Address, 192.168.241.1/24 above. 

▪ DHCP Domain Name 

The DHCP Domain Name is normally optional.  If LAN applications require 

parameters from a specific DHCP server, the server can be accessed by 

entering a domain name. 

▪ Additional DHCP Parameters 

DHCP servers can deliver a large number of options which aid a variety 

devices and services.  There are several options that are built-in: 

▪ Host reservation 

▪ Time Server (Option 4) 

▪ DNS Servers (Option 15) 

▪ NTP (Option 42) 

▪ TFTP (Option 66) 

▪ Avaya Option 176 

▪ Avaya Option 242 

▪ Mitel Option 160 

▪ ShoreTel Option 156 

▪ Zultys Option 176 

▪ Custom 

The Custom option allows Key Name and Value.  Multiple Custom options are allowed.  

The custom Comment field is displayed in the Additional DHCP Parameters area: 
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▪ Static Routes 

Static routes can be added using the form provided when clicking Add New: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Manage Comments 

The Comments section has a single free form text field.  This field is stored here and not tracked in 

deployed versions.  The Show versions command only reflects the current comments field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 46 - Manage Comments page. 
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VIII. In No Order 

There are a number of specific control features in the Control Center.  They are described below, not 

arranged by any order. 

User Impersonation 
There are times when users are having difficulty with the Maya Control Center. It may help to log in 

and impersonate that user, so the Maya support agent can see the Control Center exactly as the user 

sees it.  Access the user from the Customer in the Sidebar and click on the user’s name: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The user’s account information is displayed as shown below. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 47 - Access a user's page. 
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Click on Login as this user in the above figure, and then login as shown in the figure below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 48 - Click to Impersonate User. 

Figure 49 - Login to impersonate user. 
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Interfaces Networks Table 

The customer’s IP network can be displayed by clicking on the word Networks in the site Interfaces 

section, as indicated in the figure below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Networks page is then displayed in the figure below. 

Notice the customer’s Maya IP Network table above includes the name of the Internet Service 

Provider and Local Port Forwarding IPs. 

  

Figure 50 – Click to display Customer’s Network. 

Figure 51 - Customer Networks Table. 
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Maya Function Tabs 

The user must have sufficient permissions to access Maya Function Tabs. 

The Function Tabs for Maya differ somewhat from other entities in the Sidebar Service Tree, i.e., 

Distributors, Partners, Customers and Sites.  The Site Trends Tab for Maya is shown in the figure 

above. 

• Site Trends 

Maya Site Trends shows trends for all sites in service.  See the above figure.  The list can 

be shortened by clicking on Settings: 

 

Clicking on OK 

eliminates trend lines 

with no activity in the 

last 30 days. 

 

• Trends 

Maya Trends shows trends for all customers in service, with all multiple customer sites 
rolled up into a single trend line.  Clicking on OK in Trends brings up the above dialog, 
allowing a shortening for idle sites and organizations. 

• Timeline 

Maya Timeline shows the timeline for all site interfaces in service, which means sites with 
multiple interfaces, use a line for each interface. 

 

  

Figure 52 - Maya Function Tabs. 
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• Manage 

 
Maya Manage shows 

editable lists of all Users 

and Contacts, Addresses, 

Cloud Instances, 

Distributors, Partners and 

Customers.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Settings 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maya Settings displays Roles, Announcements, Open VPN Port Range and usage, and 

Active Capacity Measurement Servers.  All the fields are editable with sufficient 

permissions. 

Figure 53 - Maya Settings Tab. 
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• Roles 

The built-in Roles are: 

Contact Superuser 

Limited User System account 

Power User Technical Support 

Standard User 

• Announcements 

N.B. Announcements can be deleted as well as added here. 

• Open VPN Port Range 

The upper and lower Port Numbers are displayed and can be set here. 

• Active Capacity Measurement (ACM) Servers 

The ACM Servers are displayed, can be deleted, or new ones added. 

• Manufacturing 

Maya Manufacturing Tab is for internal Maya Global Solutions usage only.  Access requires 

the Manufacturing Admin role. 

 

 

• Reports 

Clicking on the Reports Tab shows a few statistics and three report links: 

Figure 54 – Maya Manufacturing Tab. 
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Clicking Alerts brings up the Alert Report page, shown below.  The report can be specified 

by time, type of event, and Distributor/Partner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------ End Maya Control Center Guide ------------------------------------------ 

Figure 55 - Maya Reports Tab. 
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